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I. INTRODUCTION

Momentum considerations dictate that the energy
of a gamma ray emitted to the ground state be less than
the excitation energy of the corresponding nuclear

energy level. Similarly the energy of a gamma ray
absorbed in a nucleus must be greater thantheassociated

excitation energy. This deficiency can
bs made up by motion of the emitting nucleusl. In
the case of this experiment such motion is provided
by the recoil of a target nucleus after absorption of
an energetic proton.

It will be seen in the following analysis that
the energy of a game ray emitted from a recoiling

nucleus varies with the angle between the direction
of the gamma ray and the direction of recoil„ By

accepting gamma rays in a single but variable
direction one is provided with a variable and very

nearly monoenergetic source of gamma rays. The
transmission through an absorption should then exhibit-

the effects known as nuclear resonant flnorescence.
T

This technique can be used to investigate any energy

level which lies in the range over which the

variation takes place.
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The energy variation does indeed take place over
a relativsly small range end it is this fact whieh
mst severely limits this method, In this experiment
the energy Variation amunts to approximately 20 ev
per degree, This method is generally referrsd to es
"Doppler shift by previous sbsorption,"

Smith and Endtz used this method to investigate
the energy level excited in the resetion Al27(p,1)3i28
at Ep ¤ 771 kev„ In s preliminary report} Smith had
indieated a lack of results for the energy level
exeited in the same reaction at Ep • 50h kev, This
report indieated that the ground state redietlon had
not been sdequately resolved from the more intenee
radiation to the first exeited state• Furthermore
this level has been found to be e doubletk with e
2 kev seperstion„ The present werk is an investigation
of the aeeumed doublet level at Ep • SOA kev excited
in the Al27(p,x)Si28 reaction„

Both levels have been reported to give rise to
greund state radiation,5 No lower energy levels are
known giving rise to ground state rsdiation„6 This
permitted the use of a thick target and eased the
requirements on proton beam energy stability and
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obtaineble and highly suitable for this sort of
experiment. The principal drawbaek to the experiment
is the relatively low cross section for the reaction.
Since only a small fraction of the gemmus produced in
the reection can be used und abeorption by compton
effect und pair production eliminetes many of those
which de have the correct energy, the counting rate
was very low.

On the basis of a douhlet level the transmission
versus angle curve should exhibit three dips. One
would eorrespond to emission from the SOL kev level
and abeorption by the 56 kev level. One would
correspond te emiesion from the seo kev level und
absorption by the SOA kev level. The third would
be a combination of emission then absorption by the
50b kev level and emiasion then abeorption by the
506 key level. Such a clear cut result nes not seen.
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II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Suppoee a nucleue of mass M recoiling frem a proton
reaction with momentum_§ emite a gamma in a direction
having an angle e to_£ and ie abeorbed in an identical
nucleue at rest. The energy and momentum relations are:

Eb + Er • Erl + Erz + Eb' (1)

and

2 “ ..*31 +22 (2)
where Eb ie the excitation energy of the emitting
nucleue, Er ie the kinetic energy of recoil poeeeeeed
by the emitting nucleue, Erl ie the kinetic energy of
the emitting nucleus after emiesion, Erz is the kinetic
energy of the abeorbing nucleus after abeorption.
Eb,

ie the excitation energy of the absorbing nucleue,
_§ ie the momentum before the event,‘§1 and fk are the
momenta of the nucleii after the event. Reeolving the
momenta parallel and perpendicular to the direction of
emiesion we get:

P cos ¤< •- P1 ceep + P2 (3)

P ein ¤ • Pl ein ß (k)

I



whereß ia the angle between gl and the direction
of the game ray. Since the receil velocitiea are
non relativistic the energy eqaetion can be rewritten:

. P2 P2 P2
E°+......•.}.+...2.+E°° (5}

ZM ZM ZM

Eliminatingp and P1 from (le), (5) and (6) we get:

P2 PPE9 - EQ • ....2. .. ........2. ooea (6)
H I4

P ie actually the momentan of the bombarding proton Le.

1/2 tvP -· ZP E d P •¤ ......
‘ (P P) ““ 2 „

thun:

E° Ea M2 {U11?) h ( ) tone] (7)

2 gg; 1/2h can be found an h • Mo [1 ··· (1 ··· ···-···~···) ] WhichM2

is very neerly
EQ,

itself.
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lf E6 EEG! and aasuming lv) • Ea then

0 N 2 1/2

For an Ea of 12.067 Mav am Ep ·• 501+ kov the value
of « 1+ 66.sa°.

I
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III. EXPERIMENTAL APPAHATU3

A. Accelerator
The principal tool of this investigation was the

V.P.I. Van de Graeff eccelerator. Thin machine has been
extensively deacrived in previous papers,7*8*9*l°*11*12

but a large number of modifications have been made.
These will be described briefly.

The mutt signifieent change was the replscement of
the main structure} members supporting the high voltage
terminal. These had originally ccnsisted ef thee tubes
of textellte faetened to the base plate and furniehing
cantilever support to the terminal. The textolite would
not support the voltage gradients required. The
replacements consisted of columns glued up from
alterneting disco of glass and metal. One attempt
involved discs sawed from one inch thick pyrex plate,
aluminum diese one eighth inch think, and Eaetman
910 cement. The differential expansion of the
aluminum and the pyrex broke these columns.

The columns finally used were made from pyrex
disco polished on the cylindrical surfaces and ground
on the flat ssrfaces, feritic stainleee steel disco,
and Armstrong A 9, an epoxy cement. These columns
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proved highly satisfectory both structurally and
electrically.

The hardware supporting the gradient bars and
corona ringe was modified to accept the new column:.
This permitted the covering of the relatively sharp
edges presented hy the stainless steel disco. Two of
these colunns with associated hardware are shown in
figure 1.

Both the generator pulley plate and the ground
support plate were made more rigld. A trisngular
brace seen in figure 2 eccompliehes this for the
generator pulley plate. The ground support plate
was attached at the ajor points of stress directly
to the end plate of the tank. This was thought to be
necessary because these plates were originally designed
for textolite. The glass column: could not be expected
to tolerate certain bending moments which would be
unimportant to the textollte.

The generator pulley support plate was also
modified by cutting it into tw parts, one e central
disc, the other a piece epproximstely the size and
shape of e corona ring. This can be seen reasseablsd
in figure 3. Two purposes were served by this
modification. The corons rings could then be welded
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into continuoue hoopa and still be conveniently
remved and the removal of the accelerating tube was
made oonsiderablyeasier•The

control rod linkages were made more dependeble
by conetruoting gear boxen for the variac drives and by
introducing flexible shafts et both the high voltage
and ground ends of the rede,

Additional gredient bare were fabricated of
aluminum and installed, These bare were adjustable
and furnished with pyrex inaerts to prevent the belt
from rubbing the metal. They were mounted on vertical
rods which also provided poeitive_contact between the
different parts of the hardware making up each
equipotentiel plane•

New spring loaded clips were fashioned to connect
the lens elements cf the tube to the equipotential
planen.

The entire uiring inside the pressure tank was
redone• This included ion source electronics and
eelsyn connections„ The feed through insulators in
the tank end plate were r•built„

The aechanie for adjusting the position of the
needles in the corona feedback system was modified and
rebuilt for enoother operation and electrical integrity•
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Heu cemercial vacuum gate valvee new replace the
old medlfied water valvee. A high capacity fcre pump
was installed and use ef the heoster pump uns
diecontinued. Centamination of the ectcil in the
main pump by butyl thalate frem the toeeter was
thereby eliminated•

A manual central fer recycling the magnet was
installed.

The copper gaaket eealing the tank tc its end
plate was replaced ty a linear 0~ring stock gasket.

The Java ef the etabilizing elit were replaced
and a second defining elit uns installed near the
target chamber.

After the fcregeing medificatiene were accemplished
the upper limit ef the machine aa measured with
generating veltmeter and with no team was found te te
appreximetely l•h MV. With usable team cn target the
upper limit was feund te te apprcxinately 1.0 MY.
New gas plumbing permitting higher preesures sheuld
extend these limits. Analyzed teams of pretone on
target ef 20,4 could he ebtained routinely in the
energy range used in thin experiment.

1
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B. Detectore
The principal detector used in this experiment

uns a 3 x 3 Ne 1 crystal mounted on e Dumont 6363
photeultiplier tube. This combination had excellent
resolution es may be seen in figure L. For a gamma
ray energy of 1.28 Mer the resolution ie measured to
be 6.2%.

The output of the detector consisting of a
1 1/2 x 1 1/2 Ha I crystal and Dumont 6292
photomultiplier tube was also empleyed es a rough
check during runs. This was eupplemented by e
conventlonal current integrator.
C. Target

The target consisted of e 1/32 inch sheet of
aluainum nounted in e lucite target cheater (figure 5).

D. Gamma ray eelector
The main detector was placed in a vertical

position and eurrounded by a lead ehield approximately
two inches think in most direetions and six inchee
think toward the target. The ahield eliminated meh
of the machine background and reduced the dead time

for the multichennel enalyzer. A window or elit one
eighth inch wide was provided between the target and Ö
th crystal. Thun the entire epectrum of gamma rays

6
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from the reactlon could be observed threugh the elit
but only thoce gammae making a particular angle te the
beam were detected.

The elit was completely filled with eilicon in the
form of e sheet. The entire arrangement, detector,
ehield and silicon abeorber, wen meunted on a ber
pivoted imediately below the target (figure 6). The
peeition ef this bar could be changed convenlently in
one third degree incremente. The range of motion was
approxiately 20*. Ho attempt was made to meaeure the
exact angle between the elit and the been direction but
the center*of the range was set to approximately 67°.
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IV. PROCEDURE

Since the ceunting rate in this experiment was
extremely low, background was an important
consideration. Background runs were taken at
frequent intervule using the same spectremeter

settings that were used during actual data taking.

Fiure 7 is a typical background run. Ne significant
changes were obeerwed. Background runs with team on

c target and the slit filled with lead were also taken
and were net eigificantly different.

7

To facilitate analysis each setting of the angle
ber was run with been on target for one hour. Then
the setting was changed to s new angle. This

V procedure was repeeted until there appeared to be a
reasonable count accunlated for each setting.
Figure 8 is a typical spectrun es seen at one of

these positions in a one hour run es reccrded on the
oecilloscope read out of the 512 channel analyner.

A relatively high ceunting rate spectrum with e

games ray of energy conparahle to that of the ground

state gamma inveetigated in the experiment is shown

in figure 9. The upper end of this spectrum fit very

nicely the upper end of the spectrun from the aluninuu
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reaction (bare counter). Thin in used es e standard
spectrum in analysing the data.

Due to the fact that the beam current is never
exactly constant sone method of normalising the
results must be employed. Using e current lntegretor

for this purpose in not very setiefactory because of
the difficulty of keeping a constant calibration over
a long period of time. A monitor counter has a better
chance of maintaining a stable operation but
discrininator drifts are still a problem. Furthermore
any difference of the oeition of the beam on target
will lead to a difference in mnitor reading. Such
effects can be mininised by judicious positioning of

counter nd target. Since these effects must be

, minimised for the ein counter little help in left
for the monitor.

Indeed stability problems exist for the main
counter too. Even with the most stable of electronic
systeme temperature changes in the crystal itself will

result in gain shifts. This in particularly
trcublesome when the counting rate in low and the

entire experiment cannot be performed in a short time.



These problems were evoided by e process of self
monitoring. That is, the number of high energy ground
state gemmas pessing through the window uns normelised
to the number ef lower energy gemae paeeing through the
window et the same setting, In addition to these probleme

T this method eveide those seen by Smith nd Endtls, e
depression of one side ef the curve by geemetrie
factors.

1
1
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V. AMALXSIS

The data reeulting from the expriment were put
into a form eceepteble to an IBM 1620 computer and

gthe computer was programmed to perform the following
operations on each set of data, 1.6. each hour': run.

1. Subtrect the background spectrum.
2. Make a rough plot of the resultant

spsctrum.
3.· Fit the high end of the epeotrum to the

standard spectrum using a least square;
oritsrion.

A. Make a slight scale change and repeat 3.
5. Perform A a preset number of times.

· 6. Choose the best fit found in 5.g
7. Subtraet this best fit from the spectrum

obtained in 1.
8. Integrete under the best fit curve.

9. Integrate under a selected region of the
6 remainder curve.

o The computer was also programmed to collate
these results. The numbers from step sight above
for each run at the same position were added together.

The numbers from step nine above for each run at the
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same position were added together. The ratio between
the sum or step sight and the sum of step nine was
taken for each position. A probable error was computed
for each auchratio.Step

tw permitted a quick visual check for
dropped channels.

Step six allowed for possible dirrerences in gain
over the total data taking period.

Since such shirts were not large the selection
of the number for step five was only a matter or
covering the necessary range. n g

The result of step nine is proporional to the A

number of events which could produce ground state
gammas.

The result er step sight is proportional to the ‘

number or ground state gammas which passed through the
‘ window and escaped abeorption in the silicon. Thus

the ratio is a measure of the transmissicn of the
silicon for gammas or the particular energy

determined by the angular position or the window.
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VI. RESULTS

The reeultant ratlos are seen in figure 10 with
the straight line repreeenting the average drawn
through them. The separatien between positions is

9 one third ef a degree. It can be seen that the
straight line is a rather peer fit te the data. No
absorption dips with widths large compared te the
separatien between positiens are evidsnt. A fit of
a gaussian te the largest dip was perfermed with
least squares criterion. This resulted in very little
improvement in the fit. The number of points lying on
the dip was so small that auch a fit is of questionable
value at best. In any event one dip that far from the

g center ef the distribution would be difficult te
explain.

Figure ll shows the points plotted against
difference in energy free the point of zero energy
separation as given in equatien (B). The upper
portien is fer increasing energy and the lower portion
is for decreaeing energy. The zero position was

aasumed te be between pesitiens 33 and 3h es seen
in figure 10.
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The curve shown is that which would be expected if
the levels shown in figure 12 existed. The dips are
gaussian of width at half maximum of 77 ev. This sets
an upper limit for the width of any auch levels. For
this analysis the sum of the squares of the deviations
from the curve is 0,00hO96 whereas this sum for the
straight line is O•O09h60,

It was assumed that the central three levels were
the only ones which produced 12 Mev gammas in
suffieient quantity to show absorption effects, This
produces the assymetry evident in the curves„ Ssvaral
possibilities exist fer explaining auch a situation.
The outer levels might not be in 8128 but rather
in 3129, Sißo, or some contaminant auch as Na. The
fact that this is an absorption process and the great
bulk of the absorber is certainly 3128 makes this
possibility highly unlikely. These levels could have
such a long lifetime that the games are not emitted
until after mtion of the emitting nucleus has ceased.
Availability of cempeting modes of deeay itself seems
the ost likely explanation. That is the 12 hsv gamas

are produced from these levels but in such small
qusntities that they cannot be seen, 1

I
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Since all the ahsorption dips used have the same
width this would indicate that the governing factor
was the experimental width and due to the few points

e

available to each dip an exaaination of absorption
integrale in an effort to determine level widths would
not be significant.

The above analysis of the data is open to some
criticism. It has been constructed to fit these
particular data, using a rather larger number of
parameters„ No other evidence of auch "fine
structure" has been seen. An unknown source of
random error would produce deviations from the
straight line and this is regarded as the most
probablo explanation•

e ° ______„b-____-J
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ABSTRACT

The doublet level at Ep · 50h kev excited in the
reaction Al27(p,f)Si28 was investigeted using a technique

of nuclear resonance fluorescenee. A silicon absorber
was placed in a collineted beam of gemma reys from the

reaction. The direction of collimation with reference
to the direction of the bombaroing protons governs the
exact energy of the ground state games available for

absorption. The energy deticit which appears in

emission end ebsorption is made up by the kinetic

energy of the compound nucleus recoiling from the

proton bomberdment. Variation of the engle between

the collimator and the proton been allows the
meesurement of the transmiseion of the absorber es
e function of energy. Though the energy veriation
is small absorption by excitation of the energy levels

aentioned was covered in the range of angle choeen.

For the above tranemission experiment measurement

of the ratio of the number of transmitted ground state

gamme rays and of the number of decaying nucleii is

necessary. This wos accomplished in one counter. The

entire spectrum from the reaction was observed at each

angle. The number of ground state gaes was stripped

I
N



from each such spectrum and the number of gammas
decaying to excited states thus determined. Thus the
number of ground state gammas was normalized to the
number of lower energy gamme. The low cross section
of the reaetion, the collimation and abeorption all
lead to an extremely low counting rate even though a

thick target with proton energy Just above resonance
uns used.

The V.P.I. Van de Graaf! was used as e source of
protone. Detection of gammas was by a 3 x 3 Na I
crystal giving spectra on a 512 channel analyser. The
analysis of the data was accomplished on an IBM 1620
computer.

The resulting transmissien versus energy data
were fit to a straight line (i.e„ ne resonant
abeorptien) and a more complicatedvassumption ef
some eight closely spaced levels. The straight line
fit is considerably poorer hut a result cf no reeenant
absorption seems the more likely.


